To be a leader is not only reflected in words but also in action. The action is not dominating but serving. A leader is someone who leads and not only to command.

How to be a true leader? An aspiring leader whether in education or other fields has to exude qualities that show a true leader rather than a boss. Leadership is the art of motivating a group of people to act towards achieving a common goal.

A leader is a good communicator. This person knows how to convey messages to the people in the organization and transmits ideas in the most effective way.

A leader is inspiring. This individual knows how to touch the heart of every employee or fellow worker and serves as an inspiration of goodness or greatness in the profession.

A leader is compassionate. This person shows love and care most especially to those who need understanding regarding their strengths and weaknesses. This is someone who lends a helping hand.

A leader is good in decision. A good decision-maker entails tact and prudence. A good leader does make good judgment of every situation that the organization is facing.

A leader is empowering. An individual who delegates work or responsibility is an empowering leader. This is someone who trusts others in terms of their abilities.

A leader is creative. A true leader is showing creativity whether in actual work or in handling the people.
A leader is innovative. Showing innovation in the organization is indeed a worthwhile thing that is truly admirable. Innovative in strategies and in reaching changes is great.

A leader is empathic. A true leader empathizes with the others in terms of their feelings and situations. Empathy is being responsive and sensitive to the needs and weaknesses of people.

Be a true leader rather than a boss for a true leader serves and not being served.
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